


Intent and Implementation of the programme 
 
The intent of this programme is to provide our learners 
with profound and multiple difficulties in Sixth Form  with 
the same opportunities as their peers in the field of  
Animal Care at a level and with delivery that is  
appropriate and accessible to them.  Animal Care is a  
Vocational Option and the programme is geared towards 
providing the students with skills which would be needed 
were they to engage in a work based environment in the 
field of Animal Care, but is also geared towards enabling 
the students to care appropriately for family pets. 
The course is implemented by a trained teacher with  
support from trained staff including staff from the speech 
and language department.  Teaching is done in the  
Classroom, the community and in the designated animal 
care area so that students understand the vocational nature 
of the Option, and that it is different from class based 
teaching.  Evidence is collated into a portfolio to show  
student achievement, with assessment done via moderation 
once a term. 
 
The Animal Care programme is accredited through  
LASER Quality mark at either Bronze, Silver, Gold or  
Platinum level according to amount completed and student 
achievement. 
 
 



Section A—Encountering and Identifying 
 

Object of reference to be used throughout 
this programme is a grooming brush. 
 
1. Show that you can touch an animal when it 

is presented to you. 
 
2. Show that you can, with support, groom an 

animal. 
 
3. Show that you can treat an animal with 

care. 
 
4. Show that you can identify an animal by  
appearance or noise.  (Matching pictures to 
animals, using sensory room programme,  
directing eyes towards correct animal on  
request). 
 
5. Show that you are aware of where the  
animals in school live. (By glance, expectation 
of direction of movement, going towards place 
when instructed). 



Section B— Feeding Animals 
1. Explore the feed for a rabbit or a guinea 

pig —touch the dry feed, smell it, explore 
it in a dish before giving it to animals. 

 
2. Explore hay for rabbits and guinea pigs—

feel it, smell it, explore the texture  
    before giving it to the animals. 
 
3. Feel the fish food flakes, smell the flakes.  

Sprinkle the flakes in a dish or directly in-
to the tank.  Show by expression whether 
you like them. 

 
4. Choose some vegetables to give to the  
rabbits and guinea pigs.  Help to chop up the 
veg, and explore the textures and smells  
before giving them to the animals.  Show by 
expression whether you like them. 
 
5.  Explore some dry dog food and chews etc.  
Feel the food and chews, smell them and show 
by expression whether you like them. 



Section C—Shopping for Animals 
1. From a shopping basket of appropriate 

items choose those that you need to take 
with you, eg. Purse, wallet, bag, money,  

laminated shopping list.  Explore the items as 
you choose them. 
 
2. Choose the items you need to buy by  
finding the appropriate symbol card and 
matching it to the picture.  Stick the correct 
symbol card(s) to the laminated shopping list. 
 
3. Co-operate with a support worker to  
either walk to a shop selling merchandise for 
pets or to ride in a minibus. 
 
4. At the shop explore your surroundings.  

Listen to the noise of the animals, smell 
the different foodstuffs and touch the 
play items that are being sold for the  

    animals. 
 
5.  Use your shopping list to locate the item 
you need to buy.  With support give the item 
and the money to the person at the checkout. 
 
 



Section D—Farm Animals 
1. Explore the models of farm animals and 

match them to the correct pictures.  Use 
the sensory room programme to show that 
you recognise the noises that they make. 

 
2. From a range of appropriate items show 

what you will need to visit a farm.  Choose 
and explore appropriate items eg boots, 
coat, gloves etc. 

 
3. Co-operate with a support worker to use 

the minibus to get to the farm. 
 
4. Explore the farm, show that you can  
recognise a cow, a pig, a sheep, a chicken, a 
horse, by their noise and appearance. 
 
5. Help to feed the animals with support. 
 

(Nettlecombe Farm, Jose Morris or Amy  
Phillips 01983 730783). 



E—Donkey Sanctuary 
1. From a basket of appropriate items choose 

those that you will need to visit the  
 Donkey Sanctuary.  Explore the items as 
 you choose them. 
 
2. Co-operate with a support worker to get on 

the minibus to go to the Donkey Sanctuary. 
 
3. Show that you can recognise the donkeys 

by movement towards, eye or hand gesture 
etc. 

 
4. Help to feed the donkeys.  Explore the 

feed, listen to the sound of the feed in the 
bucket and the sound of the donkeys 

    feeding. 
 
5.  Show by gesture or expression whether 
 you like the donkeys. 
 
 



Section F—Animal artwork 
 

1. Explore a range of fur fabric, feathers, 
twigs and leaves.  Choose the items you like 
and enjoy the texture of. 

 
2. Using the items you have chosen make a 

picture of an animal.  You can use an outline 
to help you if you want. 

 
3. Share your picture with a friend. 
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Section G—Making Bird Feeders 
1. Go to the supermarket and buy nuts, seeds 

and lard. 
 
2. Explore all the ingredients when you get 

back to school. 
 
3. Collect some yoghurt pots and some string. 
 
4. Line the yoghurt pots with greaseproof  
 paper then make a hole in the bottom and 
thread some string through. 
 
5. Heat the lard in the microwave so that it 

melts then pour it into a bowl on top of the 
other ingredients. 

 
6. Stir the mixture around and explore it 

with your hands. 
 
7. Fill the yoghurt pots up with the mixture 

then leave them to set in the fridge. 
 
8.  When they are set take the lard cakes out 
of the pots and hang them up for the birds. 



Section H—Exploring animal habitats 
 

1. Explore a range of bedding materials used 
for animals eg, straw, shredded paper, hay, 
wood chippings. 

 
2 Make a collage of the bedding materials 
and feel this with your hands—show which 
materials you prefer by gesture or  
expression. 
 
3. Go to a shop and explore bedding materials 

for a dog or a cat.  Show by gesture or  
 expression which of the materials you  
 prefer. 
 
4. Choose some materials to make a suitable 

bed for Fudge the cat.  Use a box to make 
the bed in.  Explore the bed and show by  

 gesture or expression whether you like it. 
 
5.  See if Fudge likes his bed. 



Suggested Delivery. 
  
It is suggested that each session be divided 
into 4 parts for students with PMLD. 
 
Part 1—Animal encounter—allow the students 
to meet and explore the animals, groom, feed, 
help to clean etc. 
 
Part 2— Practical work on animal feed,  
bedding, habitats etc.  This could include 
shopping for items.  Students can repeat 
these activities to ensure consolidation. 
 
Part 3—Animal artwork—collage and printing 
using animal fabrics, fur fabrics, feathers, 
natural fibres, natural items.  Animal  
sculptures using recycled materials, bottles, 
tubes, boxes etc.  Animal shapes using salt 
dough etc. 
 
Part 4—Time in the sensory room with the an-
imal recognition programme, exploring a range 
of fur fabrics and animal shapes. 



Method of recording. 
 

Recording will be through photographic  
evidence. 
 
Photographs will need to be taken of every 
stage of every process to show that the  
student has undertaken and encountered or 
achieved the activity.  Support workers will 
therefore need to carry a camera and ensure 
that photos are taken of each stage for each 
student. 


